AFRALO STATEMENT OF SUPPORT

The African Regional At-Large Organization (AFRALO), represents the interests of Internet end-users in the African Region. Its leadership considered the statement from our EURALO counterparts and hereby supports the statement. The statement can be found at: https://community.icann.org/display/EURALO/EURALO+Communique

As indicated in the EURALO communique, we strongly advise that the ICANN Board and CEO continue to ensure the stability and resiliency of the Internet Naming System infrastructure in Ukraine, Russia, Europe and by extension, the rest of the world. Our view is also in line with the statement by Andrew Sullivan, the CEO of the Internet Society which can be found at: https://www.internetsociety.org/blog/2022/03/why-the-world-must-resist-calls-to-undermine-the-internet/

We would like to reiterate that the rights of all Internet end users in all affected countries and territories be respected.
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